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3. Exercise Set: Chase und Terminierung

Exercise 9 (Chase Anwendung, 1+1+3=5 Punkte)
Consider the schema from Exercise 8 (from Excercise Sheet 2), the constraint set Σ := {α1, α2, α3}with

α1 := ∀ c1, c2, c3, d1, d2 (rail(c1, c2, d1), rail(c2, c3, d2)→ ∃ d3 rail(c1, c3, d3))
α2 := ∀ c1, c2, d1, d2 (fly(c1, c2, d1) ∧ fly(c2, c1, d2)→ d1 = d2)
α3 := ∀ c1, c2, d1 (fly(c1, c2, d1)→ ∃ d2 fly(c2, c1, d2))

and the Conjunctive Query

Q: ans(C3)← rail(Freiburg,C1,D1), rail(C1,C2,D2), fly(C2,C3,D3).

a) Describe the semantics of the constraints and the query informally.
b) Which constraints from Σ are satisfied by body(Q)? Does body(Q) satsify Σ?
c) Chase query Q withΣ. Provide all intermediate results (= chase steps). Does it hold that body(QΣ) |= Σ?

Exercise 10 (Chase und Minimierung, 1+2+3=6 Punkte)
Consider the database schema with relations

Person(SSN,Name)
Professor(SSN,Name)
Course(CourseName,SSN)
Enrolled(CourseName,Participant)

where Person stores persons including social security number and name, Professor stores professors
including social security number and name, Course contains course names and the SSN of the lecturer,
and Enrolled stores course inscriptions. Further letΣ := {β1, β2, β3} be the set of the following constraints.

β1 := ∀ s,n (Professor(s,n)→ Person(s,n))
β2 := ∀ c, s,n (Course(c,s) ∧ Person(s,n)→ Professor(s,n))
β3 := ∀ c, s (Course(c,s)→ ∃ p Enrolled(c,p))

Further consider the Conjunctive Query



Q: ans(C,N)← Professor(S,N), Course(C,S)

a) Describe the constraints informally.
b) Compute QΣ.
c) Compute – starting from QΣ – the set of all minimal Σ-equivalent queries.

Exercise 11 (Chase Terminierung, 1 Punkt)
Let E(src,dest) store the edge relation of a graph and let Q: ans(X) ← E(X,Y). Find a tuple-generating
dependency α such that the chase of Q with Σ := {α} does not terminate.

Exercise 12 (Chase Terminierung, 1+1+1=3 Punkte)
Check if the constraint sets Σ1, Σ2, and Σ3 are acyclic. Depict the relation graph (called Relationsgraph in
the lecture) and check if termination guarantees can be derived for the respective constraint set.

Σ1 := { ∀ c1, c2, c3, d1, d2 (rail(c1, c2, d1), rail(c2, c3, d2)→ ∃ d3 rail(c1, c3, d3)) }

Σ2 := { ∀ c1, c2, d1, d2 (fly(c1, c2, d1) ∧ fly(c2, c1, d2)→ d1 = d2),
∀ c1, c2 (hasAirport(c1) ∧ hasAirport(c2)→ ∃ d fly(c1,c2,d)),
∀ c1, c2, d1 (fly(c1,c2,d1)→ ∃ d2 rail(c1,c2,d2)) }

Σ3 := Σ2 ∪ { ∀ x1, x2, x3, d1, d2 (rail(x1,x2,d1) ∧ fly(x2,x3,d2)→ hasAirport(x2) ∧ hasAirport(x3) }

Exercise 13 (Chase Terminierung, Bonusaufgabe, 3+2=5 Punkte)
An improvement of the Acyclicity condition is Weak Acyclicity. The latter is defined on top of positions
inside relations rather than complete relations. For instance, the relation fly(c id1,c id2,dist) has three
positions, namely fly1 (attribute c id1), fly2 (attribute c id2), fly3 (attribute dist). Basing upon the notion
of positions, Weak Acyclicity is defined as follows.

Definition 1 Given a set of tuple-generating and equality-generating dependencies Σ, its dependency
graph dep(Σ) := (V,E) is the directed graph defined as follows. V is the set of positions that occur in the
tuple-generating dependencies of Σ. There are two kind of edges in E. Add them as follows: for every
tuple-generating dependency

∀x(φ(x)→ ∃yψ(x, y)) ∈ Σ

and for every x in x that occurs in ψ and every occurrence of x in φ in position π1

• for every occurrence of x in ψ in position π2, add an edge π1 → π2 (if it does not already exist).
• for every existentially quantified variable y and for every occurrence of y in a position π2, add a

special edge π1
∗
→ π2 (if it does not already exist).

Σ is called weakly acyclic if and only if dep(Σ) has no cycles through a special edge.

Like acyclicity, weak acyclicity guarantees chase termination for every database instance.

a) Depict the dependency graphs of the constraint sets Σ1, Σ2, and Σ3 from Exercise 12. Are these
constraint sets weakly acyclic? Is it possible to derive termination guarantees?

b) Find a unary constraint set over an edge relation E(src,dest) that is not weakly acyclic.
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Further Reading: see lecture slides
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